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NEWSLETTER

LESLEY DOWNER TALK
at the period right after the Meiji Restoration,
where the richer members of Japanese society
experimented with the newly introduced culture
of the Western world. Lesley told us of the
important historic figure, Saigo Takamori and how
his uprising forms the background of her novel. He
was the last true Samurai who fought to defend
the way of the Samurai from the grasps of the
alien culture of the West.

On the 29th September at the Quaker meeting
house in Liverpool, both members and nonmembers of the JSNW were treated to a very
informative talk by the wonderful Lesley Downer,
packed with fascinating and quirky Japanese
history.
The talk was based on the history behind Lesley’s
new novel, Across A Bridge of Dreams. It looks
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk

Lesley described how Westernisation was
embraced with great enthusiasm, mainly by the
rich in major cities such as Tokyo. Western-style
coaches were ridden around rather than the
traditional palanquin and it was funny to hear how
the Japanese adapted the Western fashion sense.
It was common among ordinary people to
combine Western with traditional clothing which
often led to humorous consequences, for
example, Kimonos were worn over slacks or a
frock coat with a sword.
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Overall, the talk was most enthralling and brought
light on how much traditional Japanese society
could actually change once exposed to the ways of
the West.
After the talk, guests had the opportunity to ask
Lesley questions and hear more on her thoughts

behind the book and its history. She commented:
‘It was fun to write how Japan appears to me…it’s
up to you how you choose to write as it comes
from your own ideas.’ Lesley Downer’s book is
available in shops now and will most definitely be
worth a read!

Past Events
Manchester Conversation Evening
The conversation evening in Manchester was held
on Saturday, Nov. 24th, hosted by Yuko Howes.
Despite of the dreadful weather outside, there was
a good turn-out, and everybody enjoyed the
conversation and getting to know each other over
drink and Japanese food. If you live near
Manchester, please join us next time!

MANGA WORKSHOP
Written by Yuko Howes

On Saturday, November 10th, a room at the Padgate
Community Centre was filled with people who were
ready to take on the challenge of drawing manga
characters. It was our first-ever manga workshop, led
by Philip Barker.
Philip, who studied animation at university, started off
by showing us some typical examples of “manga”
drawings on the screen. Then, using his computer, he
showed us how to draw female and male heads. Once
he finished giving us instructions, he walked around us
to check our drawings and helped us to improve them.
We looked each other’s drawings, and discovered
some hidden talent!
Philip kindly brought lots of manga comic books to
circulate during the tea break. We all forgot the time
going through them!
After the tea break, he went on to show us how to
draw male and female bodies. It was far more
challenging than drawing faces, so everybody became
very quiet and concentrated on drawing.
I wondered when I last spent time and energy on
drawing manga. It was a wonderful way of spending
time on a Saturday afternoon, and I felt like I had gone
back to my childhood days.
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk
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JSNW’s Japan Day is drawing nearer…

Look forward to…
Taiko Drumming
Japanese Food
Kimono Dressing
Traditional Japanese Crafts

…And much more!

And make sure you enter our raffle with plenty of
amazing prizes to win, including

FREE TICKETS TO JAPAN!
Only available on the day so don’t miss out!
Saturday June 1st 2013 from 10:30am to 5:00pm
At Liverpool Hope University Cornerstone Building,
Creative Campus, Shaw Street, L6 1HP

Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk
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NOT JUST BIG IN JAPAN
Japanese bands are trying their hand in touring the
globe with a fair few delivering fantastic
performances to the UK…

Shonen Knife
Ruby Lounge, High Street, Manchester, 2012

2nd October was a wretched, rainy night, so you can
imagine my relief when I dragged my soaking wet self
into the Ruby Lounge. I was of course there to see
legendary Japanese all-girl pop-punk band "Shonen
Knife", who were supported by local band "The Lovely
Eggs". And what a night it was.

stage guitars high above the crowd, while Emi's
drumsticks sprang joyously off the skins at the back.
Half way through, Naoko paused to introduce each
new member, the band’s new album and detail their
hectic schedule (London the day before, BBC radio
later that day), before launching back into their set.
The gig finished on a high, the band rightly summoned
back for an encore-discussing what to play after each
song and democratically taking suggestions from the
audience.

Squeezing my way through the crowd I arrived at the
front, buzzing with anticipation. The band finally
ambled on stage to excited shouts of “Naoko”,
“Ritsuko” and “Emi”, however the crowd had been
wrong-footed because this was only the sound check.

Band member, Emi

Band member, Naoko
Five minutes, a quick change later and they're back on
stage clad in beautiful geometric "Pop Tune" outfits,
scarves held high, smiling enthusiastically as they
announce themselves to the Manchester crowd. From
start to finish the band played with unrestrained
exuberance, bouncing into songs taken from their long
musical career, each one brief but with a lovely
infectious hook. It was easy to forget the band is now
over 30 years old, with guitarist Naoko being there
from the start. She and bassist Ritsuko revelled in the
atmosphere, pushing themselves to the edge of the
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk

As soon as set had finished people rushed to the
merchandise stand. When I got there it was manned
by Shonen Knife themselves, sweaty, unchanged, but
still smiling and still working. This took me by surprise,
being used to western bands with pre-signed product,
or waiting outside for an hour or more on the off
chance they will appear for an autograph. Shonen
Knife were as ultra-professional as merchandisers as
they had been on stage, signing, selling and making
small talk with fans. I came away with a Christmas
single, a couple of personal plectrums and the "Heavy
Songs" album, from which they had played "Rubber
Band" during the set. What more could I have
expected from the event? Nothing.
Review by Paul Regan
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Budo Grape
Gullivers, Oldham Street,
Manchester 28th October 2012

Budo Grape, an angular new-wave pop band from
Nagoya, were the fifth Japanese band to play
Manchester in October- the others being Shonen
Knife, Astral Mothers Temple, Bo Ningen and Suzuki
Junko. Formed in 2001, Budo Grape are a five-piece
with three men (quitar- Nagai, bass- Matsui and
drums-Taichi) and two women (vocals- Quiminco,
with Naho on keyboards). Plus, assisting Naho with
occasional waves, Usagi (a toy rabbit).
Gullivers itself is an old- fashioned pub venue at the
top end of Oldham Street in Manchester, with the gig
taking place in the upstairs function room which was
covered in posters. It was like stepping 20 years back
in time.
The two support bands- chip-tune DJ SK8BIT and
Shirokuma- were both worth arriving early for.
Shirokuma in particular were very difficult to
categorise, also notable because they played two old
Soviet cartoons as a backdrop.
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk

Budo Grape took to the stage at 9.30pm with the
cautious crowd standing shyly towards the back of
the room. Quiminco chirpily introduced the band,
invited the crowd closer and once we had all come
forward, launched into the band's first song “Rescue
Rescue”. Budo Grape's tight and catchy new-wave
pop reminded me of legendary Japanese band The
Plastics, although they have also been compared to
the B52's. Their musicianship was outstanding and
this, combined with their bouncy music, vigorous
physicality and enthusiastic promotion of audience
participation, made the gig thoroughly enjoyable
from start to finish. Rather than remaining static they
also varied their formation with different band
members taking the lead role, or harmonising
together as a unit.
The title of their last song, “FNT”, is an acronym for
allegedly rude words in Japanese, words that
comprised the song chorus and which they
boisterously encouraged the crowd to sing. The band
didn't seem to expect being asked back for an encore
but quite rightly were, having been one of the most
fun bands I have seen for a long time. After the gig,
as I have seen with other Japanese bands, Budo
Grape stayed to sell merchandise, pose for photos
and talk to fans, a really nice touch.

Review by Tim Evans
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NEWS FROM OUR MEMBERS
By Peter Heginbotham
Sir Bobby Charlton has been conferred with the
Order of the Rising Sun (Gold Rays with
Rosette) at a recent ceremony at the Japanese
Embassy in London. The investiture was made
in the splendid ballroom at the Embassy,
overlooking Green Park, by the Japanese
Ambassador, His Excellency Keiichi Hayashi on
behalf of His Majesty, the Emperor of Japan.
The Ambassador, a keen football fan himself,
told an audience of over 200 people about
what he described as Sir Bobby’s great
contribution to the development of football in
Japan. The Japan Football Association
appointed Sir Bobby as an Ambassador in
support of Japan’s efforts to host the 2002 FIFA
World Cup.
“He travelled all over the world promoting
Japan’s attractions in this capacity. Thanks in
large part to Sir Bobby’s efforts, Japan,
together with the Republic of Korea, was
awarded the 2002 tournament”.
He went on to say that in the late 1990s Sir
Bobby acted as an adviser in the construction
of Japan’s National Training Centre in
Fukushima Prefecture which he later officially
named as the “J-Village” in 1997. This became
an academy for nurturing Japanese footballers
and the members of the Japanese team that
won the Women’s World Cup last year honed
their skills at J-Village.

After the honour was conferred Sir Bobby spoke
movingly about his affection for Japan and Japanese
football. He has frequently visited Japan, including
when Manchester United played in Yokohama in
2008. He was deeply shocked by the tragedy in March
last year and moved by Japanese resilience and
fortitude in the face of disaster.
He was delighted to have played some small part in
supporting Japan in such difficult times.
The gathering included Lady Charlton, Sir Bobby's two
daughters Andrea and Suzanne and two of his
grandchildren. World Cup winning team-mate
George Cohen, with his wife Daphne, was also there
to witness the ceremony along with Stephanie
Moore, the widow of England's former captain, and
former Manchester United player and manager Wilf
McGuinness with Mrs Beryl McGuinness. The
Honorary Consul for Japan in Manchester, Peter
Heginbotham, was invited to close the formal
proceedings by proposing a toast to Sir Bobby.
Afterwards Sir Bobby and his family and close friends
were guests at a celebratory dinner hosted by the
Ambassador at the imposing Residence in Kensington
Palace Gardens.

Sir Bobby recently attended Wembley Stadium
as guest of honour when the Football
Association donated the use of the stadium for
a match staged in support of the victims of the
Great East Earthquake and Tsunami. The teams
in the match included 16 high school students
from the affected region and Sir Bobby later
spoke to them and presented them all with
souvenirs.
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk
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JAPANESE SHURIKEN-JUTSU SEMINAR AT LEEDS ROYAL ARMOURIES

Grand Master Otsuka Sensei came to the UK for a
second time to demonstrate and teach the skills of
Japanese Shuriken- jutsu (throwing blades).
Otsuka Sensei is the head of a traditional Martial
Arts school that focus on Shuriken-jutsu and other
hidden weapons used by the Samurai. The school is
called Meifu Shinkage Ryu. The meaning of the
kanji is something like “School of searching for the
truth in the dark”. Other similar concepts could be
added to the meaning due to the complexity of the
Japanese kanji.

used for throwing and sometimes stabbing or
slashing an opponent”. He mentioned that
Shuriken-jutsu gains its tactical advantage by using
stealth and surprise. Otsuka Sensei showed
examples of different shapes of shuriken and the
development of these explaining that this
depended on the ready available materials and
some of them were adapted from, nails, washers,
needles, nail removers and brackets to mention a
few.

The use of this weapon is still a mystery and thanks
to the teaching of Otsuka Sensei individuals are
starting to understand more in depth how this
weapon was used effectively by the Samurai.
This time in his second seminar in the UK, apart
from holding a seminar at the Circle Martial Arts
Centre in Manchester, Otsuka Sensei has also
delivered a workshop at the worldwide famous
Royal Armouries in Leeds where a total of 38
people attended and took part in the event. Some
of these individuals were a combination of history
students, Martial artists and Samurai enthusiasts.
First Otsuka Sensei did a 30 minutes talk, where he
explained the history and development of this
weapon. He explained that the term Shuriken
means "hand hidden blade" and that it is a
traditional Japanese concealed weapon that was
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk

The different Shuriken shapes
He also said that the origins of Shuriken-jutsu came
from actual combat situations, where Samurai
threw their swords with their hands to the
opponent. Obviously by doing this the Samurai was
left exposed by losing his main weapon and
therefore a dedicated object precisely for this
activity was then developed and with it came the
art of Shuriken-jutsu.
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Otsuka Sensei then demonstrated the different uses
of the Shuriken, where the audience could view real
footage at the museum. After this the attendees were
guided into one of the activity rooms at the museum.
This room was purposely equipped with targets
taking into account a safe training environment
where everyone had the opportunity to try and use
the shuriken under the guidance of Otsuka Sensei and
instructors from Meifu Shinkage Ryu UK.

Otsuka Sensei demonstrated the skills and explained
the importance of technique, speed, power and
distance. Attendees were able to try this ancient
Martial arts skill for longer than one hour and after
this a question and answer session was held with
regards to the Shuriken history and throwing
methods. Many questions were answered by Otsuka
Sensei helping individuals to gain a better
understanding of this ancient art.
Museum director Peter Armstrong said: “This was an
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to meet and learn from
a grand master. We have had excellent feedback from
participants, who found the session informative and a
great experience.”
To know more about Shuriken-jutsu and related
Samurai skills visit www.circlemartialarts.com or
www.meifu-shinkage-ryu.co.uk.
Written by David Castan

Future Events

JSNW SOCIAL AND JAPANESE
CONVERSATION EVENING IN
MANCHESTER

GO WORKSHOP
nd

Saturday 2 February
2:30pm-4:30pm
Chris Kirkham from Manchester Go Society will talk
about the history of how "Go" got known in the west
and in the UK in particular, and the current state of
"Go" in the UK today. After a brief explanation of the
rules we will then get chance to play the game. Tea
and biscuits will be available.
Venue: Padgate Community Centre, Station Road,
Padgate, Warrington WA2 0QS
To attend this event please contact:
events@jsnw.org.uk

Saturday 26th January
7:00pm-9:00pm
Venue: New Samsi, 36-38 Whitworth Street
Manchester M1 3NR
To attend this event contact:
yuko@jsnw.org.uk

A JAPANESE CONVERVSATION
EVENING IN LIVERPOOL

TBA February 7:00pm-9:00pm

Venue: Etsu Japanese Restaurant, 25 The Strand,
(off Brunswick Street) Liverpool, L2 0XJ
To attend this event please contact:
events@jsnw.org.uk

Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk
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